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Abstract
The first development stages of a low cost PC-based Near Real-Time Photogrammetry
system PHOENICS are discussed. Hardware and software components are described
and planned system enhancement stages are sketched out. Concepts em ployed for
target detection and analysis are briefly discussed. A target centre detection technique
in which a combination of original and thresholded image is employed and a target
design especially suited for thresholding techniques is presented. The introduction of
parallel processing hardware into PHOEN ICS as a next enhancement phase is
suggested. Accuracies achieved in first experiments with the prototype of PHOENICS
are reported.

1. Introduction
Photogrammetrists worldwide have responded to the challenge presented by the
developments in computer hardware, solid state cameras and image processing
technology. A number of so-called Real-Time Photogrammetry (RTP) or Near
Real-Time Photogrammetry ( N RTP) camera systems have emerged in recent years
and successful applications to close range photogrammetry problems have been
reported (Kratky 1979 , EI-Hakim 1986, Haggren 1986 ,GrOn 1987a,1987b, Wong
1986 ). Most of these systems rely on expensive hardware components with mini
computers or even main frame type computers as host. Reduced prices and increased
capabilities in Personal Computer technology have brought NRTP, if not RTP, within
range of a much broader group of photogrammetrists and PC-RTP research is likely to
experience a period of considerable advancements.
This paper describes the first successful stages of the design of PHOEN ICS
(Photogrammetric engineering and industrial digital camera system), which is an
example of such a low cost PC-based NRTP system. The development of PHOENICS
is clearly an ongoing project and, besides the description of hard and software
components, special emphasis is placed on the discussion of system enhancements.
Although PHOEN ICS is operational, it is only a prototype and room for improvement
appears limitless. Especially the area of parallel processing technology offers
possibilities which will bring PC- systems closer to true 'Real Time Photogrammetry'.
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2. System hardware
PHOENICS is designed as a low cost system and consequently a number of
compromises have had to be made in the choice of the hardware components. In all
cases attempts were made to satisfy minimum requirements without significant loss of
quality. In the original hardware configuration speed and system capacity are
restricted. Also, the present limitation to two cameras confines somewhat the
application areas of the initial system. However, as discussed later, the configuration
described here is merely for prototyping and initial software development with the aim
to eventually develop and optimise hardware and software towards a 'Nearer to
Real-Time'system.

2.1 Hardware configuration
The present hardware configuration of PHOENICS (Fig. 1) comprises:
a Personal Computer - IBM Personal System 12 Model 30
a Video Frame Grabber - Matrox PIP-512 board
two CCD cameras - Siemens K211
two external monitors - Phillips RGB monitors CM 8833
It is intended soon to enhance this prototype version of PHOEN ICS by a larger frame
grabber board and the acquisition of parallel processing hardware and further
cameras for all round imaging.
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Fig. 1 PHOENICS Hardware configuration.
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